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Abstract
This is the final report for the project The Smithsonian’s Human Origins Program Database, Relat-

ing scientific data through time and space. This report will define the project scope, challenges and 

solutions.  

Preface
This is the final report for the bachelor thesis of Lars Petter Bjørkevoll, Audun Myren Hodnefjell 

and Bente Halvorsen at the department of informatics, Østfold University College (HiØ). The proj-

ect is based on The Smithsonian Institution’s Human Origins Program Database, located at the Na-

tional Museum of Natural History (NMNH), Washington D.C. The supervisor at HiØ is Dr. Steinar 

Kristoffersen, appointed by HiØ. The project owner at NMNH is Dr. Matthew Tocheri.

The project’s web site can be found at http://si.hiof.no.

Introduction
What is The Smithsonian Institution? The Smithsonian Institution is a research -and educational 

institute with connected museums and collections. It consists of nine research centers and 19 muse-

ums (including the National Zoo), and employs over 6000 people. Funding comes from the United 

States government and contributions. The institution’s mission is:   

 “..the increase & diffusion of knowledge...”

How did we acquire this project? One of the students, Bente Halvorsen, contacted The Smithson-

ian the previous semester in connection with another subject, and asked if they kindly would share a 

database on North American mammals. They did in fact, and the person responsible for this data-

base, Mr. Robert Costello, immediately suggested this project. This would not have fitted with the 

requirements of that course, but a number of e-mails, suggestions, finding the team and negotiations 

back and forth built a communicative and enthusiastic atmosphere between the project owner, the 

students and Mr. Costello. This positive contact has been strengthened and expanded as we spent 

time working in the museum.

What spawned this project idea? Before describing the project, we need to take a look at what’s 

behind it; a large database containing data from several scientific fields related to paleoanthropology 

and the paleoenvironment:

These include data about anatomy, archeology, ecomorphology, geology, geography, geochro-

nology, stratigraphy, and past climates at local, regional, and global levels. These diverse 

datasets are linked to one another through two common variables: Space and/or Time. 

(Tocheri, 2010)

Why the need to gather all this inside one database? As Dr. Tocheri puts it; “No dataset is an 

island”. In saying this he is alluding to the benefits of cross-referencing different sets of data. For 

example a paleo-anthropologist might not only be interested in data about bones, but also geologi-

cal and environmental data in a historical perspective. In the past, according to Dr. Tocheri, these 

efforts to combine such data have been highly inefficient. The data has been around for a long time, 
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but in separate “silos” made by different researchers, and not all adhering to the same standards. 

This has made it difficult and time consuming to combine a large amount of datasets, the result is 

that cross-field research efforts have been limited to specific projects. In other words; there has not 

yet been a cross-field database large enough to fit general research. This is the task Dr. Tocheri has 

undertaken by making the Human Evolution Program Database.   

What does this involve? The product of this project is a high-fidelity prototype with the core func-

tionality of browsing the content of the database by manipulating visual representations of time and 

space.

This project is based on several years of previous work and data collection, and should be viewed as 

an extension of this scientific effort. The direction of the project is fundamentally already outlined, 

in the sense that certain choices have been made, and some technological solutions are already in 

place. Our goal was to continue to develop this work and bring the project further. The finished 

prototype is a scientific extension to the permanent exhibition Hall of Human Origins located at the 

National Museum of Natural History1. We have built a prototype that consists of parts that are flex-

ible enough for re-use and mash-ups in other projects. 

Although the project have only produced parts of the total functionality desired (as described in the

Project Description, Preliminary report, Appendix 1), we aimed to describe the surrounding system

and solutions for implementing, and further possibilities.

How were the project demands set, and why? In our very first phone-meeting with Dr. Tocheri 

it was made clear that there would be no specific demands in form of deliverables, or even an end 

result. The basic idea was to have an outline of the entire work that needed to be done, and then at-

tempt to accomplish as much as possible of it by dedicating us to the process. Part of the outlining 

of the project will be specified further into this report, under Recommendations (p. 29) and Further 

development (p. 35). This is meant as guidelines and suggestions to be used in the continued develop-

ment.

What, then, is the thesis question? The database itself is a useful tool in many respects, however, 

a database such as this is mostly useful when you know exactly what you are looking for, as in the 

case of a professional researcher working on something specific. 

The question then presents as: 

How is it possible to represent the data from this database in a visual and intuitive way, demonstrat-

ing the relations between the different categories of data, taking into account the concept of space 

and time?

As with any other project, one is constrained by an amount of time and an amount of resources to 

achieve the set goals. Considering this, the selected tools and methods were influenced by our own 

experiences, the people we could get help from, as well as the people who are going to maintain and 

1 http://humanorigins.si.edu/
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use this after the projects completion.

Project	description
Overview

This project makes up the core basis of a bigger whole, which may be described in the following 

manner;

A continued development and improvement of an interactive, web-based source of interdisci-

plinary information concerning the human fossil and environmental records. These data are 

to be presented in novel and informative ways.

The target group for this website are scientists and students of the scientific fields. We mean for this 

to be a resource for users who have a certain level of familiarity with the respective fields. This site, 

therefore, may not yet be useful or interesting for people outside this classification.

Scope of this project

The project consisted of planning, designing and implementing a prototype of a web-based graphi-

cal system capable of correlating scientific data, relating to human evolution, to time and space. 

This goal was pursued through the development and implementation of a dynamic timeline which 

interacts with a map system, using data from a scientific database. The project’s key focus was 

product-orientated, based on dialog with the project owner and staff at the NMNH. We developed 

the prototype based on their experience and expert knowledge of the core data and needs in the 

respective fields. In its present state, it can be considered a beta system.

The project involves three main components;

1. Research solutions for representing data in time and space. 

2. Designing a custom solution or modifying a pre-existing one. 

3. Documentation and further recommendations.

Key	stakeholders

Position Name Phone E-mail
Student Lars Petter Bjørkevoll, HiØ +47 41425125 lars@beslutningsvegring.no
Student Audun Myren Hodnefjell, HiØ +47 95917845 audun@hodnefjell.no
Student Bente Halvorsen, HiØ +47 91733827 bente@barebente.com

Dr. Steinar Kristoffersen, HiØ +47 92669831 sk@hiof.no

Dr. Matthew Tocheri, NMNH +1 202 6331983 tocherim@si.edu
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Objectives
Our objectives for the project were as follows: 

1. Exploring various ways of approaching time-space data visualization. 

2. Produce a high-fidelity prototype, that will be useful for the intended audience, and a flexible 

structure making it possible for further development.

3. Own learning. Experiencing a cross-field working environment, both within the team and the 

project as a whole. Learning how to run a “real-life” project and be able to gain the knowledge 

needed to complete the project.

Deliverables

ID# Title Description Date
#1 Preliminary report Initial project description 16th of February 2010
#2 Midway report Status report, revisions to project description 

after research and development

21th of April 2010

#3 Press release Press release 20th of May 2010
#4 Final report Complete documentation, progress report and 

recommendation

27th of May 2010

#5 Prototype Web interface prototype 9th of June 2010
#6 Presentation Presentation 9th of June 2010

Prototype

The prototype process’ focus was on a vertical method; core components developed into a working 

system. The process can best be described as evolutionary prototyping: by choosing the core com-

ponents, developing them separately and then combining them, the result is a high-fidelity, opera-

tional prototype. 

The underlying data, the initial brainstorms and subsequent ideas naturally suggested more possibil-

ities. The aim has been to allow for these to be developed at a later stage, so that the prototype build 

would not limit future possibilities. More about this in the chapter Recommendations, on page 29.

Our goal for the prototype was to make a flexible foundation so that the system can evolve and ma-

ture both within and without this project. The prototype has the visuals, layout and general “feel” of 

the planned system, and links into the mother site2 both technically and visually.

2 http://humanorigins.si.edu/
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The	database
In order for us to get an overview over the feasibility of our thesis question, we had to develop an 

understanding of the database mechanics. Dr. Nick Walton (Dr. Tocheri’s database consultant) and 

Dr. Tocheri described the principles behind the database in our collaborative wiki. The three main 

points is as follows:

Core	Structure	and	design	principles
The core structure of the database was designed to solve three main problems. Hopefully this might 

help everyone get a feel for what the database is trying to achieve.

1. To unify many different cataloguing and classification systems

Archaeologists across the globe have different collecting, classification and storage systems. Most 

researchers prefer to work using their own terminology, and some take exception to working under 

the terminology of others. In fact, there are so many ‘words’ used that choosing names of database 

entities proved a serious problem, since almost any meaningful ‘label’ had multiple meanings. 

Therefore a certain number of ‘non-loaded’ words were used (such as ‘place’ and ‘basic unit of 

analysis’).

Over time, various classification systems come and go. Sometimes a particular study can date a par-

ticular specimen or site to a certain age, which is at odds with previous studies. Sometimes two con-

current studies can come to opposite viewpoints, making a logical storage of the options difficult. 

Therefore a highly flexible ‘hierarchy’ system was created to provide the ability for data points to 

be related by any number of controlled systems. The default hierarchy is geographical. Few people 

can argue over geographical placement, and everything has a spacial location, therefore this makes 

a natural cataloguing hierarchy to start with.

The methods of classification for sites works by ‘connections’ between sites which share certain 

characteristics. For instance certain volcanic ‘markers’ such as ash or tuffs, can be particular to one 

site, and when found at another site can ‘tie’ the sites chronologically. When this is done, it can al-

low researchers more certainty in dating other parts of the site, and so the correlations can ‘ripple’ 

outwards.

2. To give a standardised way of searching and cross-referencing

Very often, one of the hardest thing to do when researching paleontological and paleoecological 

information is to find the equivalences in nomenclature and procedures. Some researchers differ in 

their choice of species and genus names, while some bitterly disagree over whether a certain speci-

men is a member of an already-known species, or a new one. Many researchers want to be the first 

to claim they’ve found a new species, for example. The database must give enough flexibility to 

allow for equivalences like this.

Many researchers like the notion of sharing data, but are very reticent to share any data which they 

feel that still has some value to it. Many organizations can keep hold of data and specimens for 
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many years after the project has concluded. The database, currently, is designed to hold data from a 

small well-controlled set of sources, but for the project to be a true success, it must appeal to other 

researchers. As with all collaborative data projects, information ‘protection’ is important.

With these in mind, it must be simple for the average user to navigate around all of the heteroge-

neous data, and to do so in such a manner that allows for scientific questions such as site compari-

son and quantitative analysis.

3. To allow the easy importing, exporting and navigation of data.

As mentioned above, the database is currently closely controlled. All of the data imported has been 

carefully structured and collected by SI personnel and contractors. It uses concepts from previous 

projects, but strikes out further than those earlier databases. There is, however, one aspect to this 

database which takes it one step much further than earlier projects: Extensibility. It already allows 

for many different types of data to be ‘attached’ to sites, however, it must be possible for other re-

searchers to export the data from the database in standardised formats, and import other data (Toch-

eri and Walton, 2009).

Content
The database contains large amounts of data which are fitted under six categories, these will be 

discussed in further detail below. These categories have data relating to dates as far back as five mil-

lion BC.

Geographically the database, which is still fairly young, now contains findings only from Africa and 

Asia, but as it continues to grow it can easily support additional continents and datasets.

Main categories

The scientific fields represented by the data in the database: paleoanthropology, archeology, verte-

brate zoology, geology, geochronology, paleoecology, paleoenvironment. These fields have been 

narrowed down to six main categories. The main categories of data handling is the following: 

Archeology

The data classified under archeology consists of artifacts. This category is further divided into 

subcategories such as tool types and material types. 

Hominins

Data relating to fossils of the Hominidae are stored under this category.

Fauna

This category covers the data on fossils and findings from the animal kingdom.

Chronology 

This classification contains the various dating methods and publication references to scien-

tists of their respective fields.
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Environment

The largest set of data, and perhaps the most scientifically indisputable category.  It contains 

environmental data on each time period relating to any other finding in the database. This is, 

like the archeology category, also divided into subcategories. Each one of these contains a 

separate set of data relating to the environment, for example depositional context and oxygen levels 

in the atmosphere.

Context

Context contains data relating to stratigraphy3. These data can be used to generate strata. This 

category of data is not implemented in the prototype. More about this in the sub-chapter 

Deviations on page  37.

Structure
The design of the database is simple, but highly logical. While the core is made up of tables, the 

main functionality comes from views combining these. To create these views, functions have been 

developed. These functions are again utilized by stored procedures, which in turn call on one or 

more of the functions to provide the desired effect in the database, and/or the desired output from it. 

Stored procedures are highly versatile and one of the big strengths in the MS SQL database envi-

ronment. The project web site relies heavily on these stored procedures, each one relevant for this 

project will be listed and described in Appendix 3, Technical specification and manual.

3 Stratigraphy, studies rock layers and layering (stratification). It is primarily used in the study of sedimentary and layered 

volcanic rocks. 
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Interface
As the thesis problem relates to creating a visual representation of the database, we analyzed the 

current interface to find which parts can be recycled, and what functionality needs to be added or 

altered.  

Short	analysis	of	current	interface	
Human Origins Progam Datbase, 2009 4

This analysis was based on the online heuristic tool developed by the authors of the book Interac-

tion Design - beyond human-computer interaction (Sharp, D.H., Rogers, P.Y. & Preece, D.J. 2007). 

This tool can be found at the corresponding website5. By choosing “website” and “look at the sug-

gested heuristics for this device”, a number of pointers are given, as to what to look for and what to 

consider in analysis of a website. This gives only a general approach, but we consider it sufficient in 

the analysis of the existing interface.

Heuristic analysis 

The interface that existed when we started was a purely “phone-book”-search, with a pure hierar-

chical structure with navigation based on geography, and new page-views for each choice. Bread-

crumbs in the header give a spacial indicator, but time is not apparent, except when choosing the 

chronology option. 

Figure 4

 Figure 3

Figure 2

 Figure 1

The first page gives heading “All” and op-

tions Africa and Asia, with a magnifying 

glass (fig. 1). Clicking the magnifying glass 

at any point brings up the six main catego-

ries Archeology, Chronology, Context, 

Environment, Fauna and Hominins (see the 

icons in fig. 5), and data can be chosen 

according to category. In the case of Arche-

ology and Environment subcategories 

appear underneath (fig 6). If following the 

geographical structure, further choices 

narrows the geographical area, down to site 

name/number (fig. 2, 3 and 4). 

Visibility

The visibility of the system status is mainly 

in the breadcrumbs on top of the page and 

the icon status as active/inactive (colored 

for active and gray for inactive).This is, as 

mentioned, purely based on geography, and subsequently lists geographically defined 

4 http://anthropology.si.edu/HO_database/index.html

5 http://www.id-book.com/catherb/
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areas, depending on continent.

Match between system and real world

The words, phrases and concepts used in the system will be understandable and useful to scientists 

and student of the respective fields. It is highly likely that this structure would make sense to those 

users.

User control and error recovery

The breadcrumbs and the browser back-button are the main tools for undo, should a user make an 

undesirable choice. As the system is strictly hierarchical, the geographical structure is easily identi-

fied and understood.

Consistency

Figure 6

Figure 5

The terms used, the structure, the use of 

icons and methods of displaying data are all 

consistent throughout, in line with the 

hierarchical structure outlined in figure 8. 

Links follow the convention, and as a 

navigational tool changes color on “visited” 

to aid navigation.

Recognition rather than recall

There is no help available for users not 

familiar with the terminology and methods. 

There are no search options. This is unfor-

tunate, considering the large tables these 

Figure 7

 choices generate. The only way of searching 

is to gradually work down through the 

textual, geographical structure. 

Flexibility and ease of use

The site does not allow for multiple ways to 

use and retrieve the data. The user can filter 

on the main categories at any point while 

navigating the geographical hierarchy and 

get the corresponding data, but if wanting to 

narrow further geographically, must return 

to the previous level.

Aesthetics and design

Aesthetically, the design is simple and clean. There is no clutter, no excess, irrelevant elements. The 

use of icons are all connected to text identification.
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Help and documentation

There is no navigational help, no explanation of terms nor any search option. A FAQ-page contains 

a few facts about the database, but no pointers on how to use the interface or locate specific artifacts 

or finds relating to one category, such as hominins. 

Navigation

The interface structure illustrated in figure 8 shows the geographical relations, and figure 9 shows 

the filtering categories and sub-categories linked to the magnifying glass search button. 

The database content text color corresponds to the color of the icon. As a visual clue, data on arche-

ology will be blue, on fauna it will be red, and so on. All the icons have accompanying text labels.

all

africa

eastern africa middle africa northern africa southern africa western africa

asia

china indonesia malaysia philippines vietnam

areas areasareas areas areasareasareas areas areasareas

site site

site site

site site

site site

site site

site site

site site

site site
site site

site site

djibouti eritrea ethiopia kenya malawi tanzania ugandazambia

areas areasareas areas areasareasareas areas areasareas

site site

site site

site site

site site

site site

site site

site site

site site
site site

site site

areasareasareas areas areasareas

site site

site site

site site

site site
site site

site site

�lter

�lter

�lter

�lter

�lter

�lter

tool type tool class bone modi�cationindustries material type material class measurmentspeciesdepositional context delta    018

faunaenvironmentcontextchronologyarcheology hominins

Figure 8

Figure 9

Structure of information

The structure of the interface is narrow and deep, with relatively few choices, with up until nine 

clicks to the deepest level of information (see figure 8). 

The site gives a large amount of errors and warnings in W3C’s HTML validator, with 44 errors and 

26 warnings.

Conclusion

This system has mainly been an experiment in making an interface that would make interaction 

with the data possible, and a training ground for building stored procedures. The problem with this 

is that there is no indication on the scope (time, space, amount of entries) of the data and the data-

base. As a source of data it is very simple, and would only be useful for users who know exactly 

what they are looking for, where (geographically) to find it, and that it exists in the database at all. It 

would require a solid knowledge of one or several specialist fields. The aspect of time is also miss-

ing, and working out artifacts/finds, their relation to time and environment would require a good 

deal of clicking back and forth, best accomplished using several windows. 

The breadcrumbs are the only indication of “Where am I?” “Where can I go?” and “Where have I 
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been?” Though this is very useful, it is not sufficient for visualizing complex data that connects to 

time and space.

Expansion	on	the	existing	interface
The prototype takes the core functionality of the existing interface and integrates it into the visual 

browsing environment. Fundamentally, after filtering on map and/or timeline, the subsequent result 

follows the above-mentioned structure. The prototype, as opposed to the current interface, repre-

sents time in addition to making geography visible. 

Users can sidestep several levels (number of clicks) to reach the desired data, and the visual rep-

resentations gives a clear indication as to where users may find data and what type of data. This is 

advantageous in that the scope of the database is immediately visible. 

The	prototype	interface
Figure 10 shows the prototype interface, its components, layout and intended use (the prototype can 

be found at http://si.hiof.no/development/combine/ ). 

1

2

3

45

6
7

8

9

10

Figure 10
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Legend

# definition
1 Google Map
2 Two adjacent squares, each containing a number of sites
3 Geographic live-search/search-as-you-type 
4 Timeline, one line for each main category
5 Slider with adjustable handles 
6 Input boxes for manually inserting timespan
7 Identifying icons for categories. Each category can be disabled by user.
8 Breadcrumbs for geography and time.
9 Header row in data table. Little arrows signify options of sorting columns. 
10 List of sites from upper square in the map

The user alters the map (1) by clicking or scrolling. The relevant squares on the map containing data 

are colored (2), and clicking on them brings up site names in the data field (10). There is a live-

search option below the map (3). When typing into the box, the system suggests places dependent 

on the letters inserted. The available places are picked from the database.

The timelines (4) can be manipulated in three ways: dragging on the slider handles (5), inserting 

the desired times in the input boxes (6) on top, or using the click-drag-click effect of the horizontal 

green bar across the timelines. In addition, the five categories can be turned on or off by clicking 

on the icons (7) above the timeline, should the user not be interested in certain categories. This will 

affect the data shown in the map.

Figure 11

The breadcrumbs (8) (and see figure 11) are in two sets: 

one for geography and one for time. The geography bread-

crumbs follow the current interface method, and the bread-

crumbs for time get the values from the timeline.

The data field (10) will list all sites within the chosen square. By clicking on a site name, the menu 

with the icons will become visible. The categories with data in that specific area will be active, the 

others inactive (grey), see figure 12, note that this specific site does not contain any data regarding 

category Hominins. Clicking on one of the active icons, lists the respective data. In this case Fauna. 

Figure 12
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By then selecting further, data will be listed in the table. 

The data in the data field (10) can be sorted with the little arrows in the tables header row (9). 

Two of the main categories have subcategories, as shown in figure 13.

Figure 13
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Core	components
As the thesis problem describes, time is the new dimension that is introduced to the database. As 

this feature is new to the system, it raises a lot of questions that needs to be researched, evaluated 

and answered. The space component is kept technically as it were, but navigation is visually repre-

sented in a map.

Time
Initial thoughts and assumptions

To present the data in time, we decided to make a scalable timeline, where time could be con-

strained by zooming. Zooming in or out would be achieved by either manipulating two slider bars, 

or manually entering a desired timespan. Both start and end year can be selected.

Our requirements were as following:

•   a timeline/time plot showing areas of interest in multiple dimensions

•  time

•  a rating of the interest of the area

•   a slider where you could manipulate both start and end year

•   the ability to zoom in on an area by:

•  manipulating a slider

•  manually enter a timespan

•   good overview 

• when viewing a small timespan as well as the maximum

Initially, we looked for pre-existing solutions. The best alternatives seemed to be MIT’s Similie6 and 

Timepedia’s Chronoscope7. Both had elements we were looking for, and we tested both on our own 

servers, altering input, output and graphics, and researched how to combine each with maps.

Figure 14 Simile timeplot

Research process
 Similie 

Similie was originally developed by MIT, and is now an 

open-source project run by volunteers. We researched the 

possibility of combining the time-plot with the timline, so 

as to be able to build superimposed graphs in combina-

Figure 15 Chronoscope timeplot

tion with Google Maps. The widgets function “out of the 

box” using xml.

Chronoscope

Chronoscope handles large data sets efficiently, have 

excellent possibilities for superimposing graphs, and a 

flexible zooming function. 

6 http://www.simile-widgets.org/

7 http://timepedia.org/
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Research conclusion

On the basis of what we found, researching the two alternatives, we reconsidered what the aim of 

the timeline would be, and the connection between time and space; timeline and map.

We talked to assistant professor Tom-Heine Nätt about the timeline problem. Nätt advised us to 

build it ourselves, rather than trying to customize the existing systems. They both contain large 

amounts of data, limited documentation and limited support. Considering that we would not need 

a lot of the functionality, he advised that trying to work through others’ code would take far more 

time than to build the functionality we need from scratch. He also suggested we simplify the re-

quirements (Nätt, 2010).

Based on this meeting, we narrowed down our requirements for the timeline functionality;

• we needed to define dynamic sized objects on a straight line, one for each category

• the adjustable timeline needed two dynamic outer points, giving the option to define a timespan

Based on the research and advice, we concluded that it would make more sense to build the timeline 

ourselves. Mainly because the elements we needed was but a small part of the respective solu-

tions, and that sifting through rather thinly documented code would not be efficient use of time, and 

would likely yield a poorer, less predictable result.

Development

As concluded from the initial research regarding the timeline, it was decided that we would develop 

our own module to view and manipulate time. The time view would consist of a composition of six 

timelines, one for each of the six categories8, and a slider to manipulate the start and end year. The 

position of the slider would constrain the timespan of the timeline, or by manually entering a de-

sired span.

This gives us two main components for displaying and manipulating time:

• timeline

• slider

We separated these as they were both two individual components, where the timeline utilizes the 

slider.

Development frameworks

For creating the timeline and slider we used two different APIs, jQuery and jQuery UI. The jQuery 

API (see Glossary, p. 44) made it easier to write more advanced code, as many JavaScript functions 

are simplified through the API. Functionality that would require multiple lines of code, have been 

replaced with less, more optimized code through the use of the API.

jQuery UI was used to achieve the slider functionality, which builds on the existing jQuery API. 

This spared us a lot of work, as well as giving all the functionality we required for the slider.

Changes to the initial idea

When development of the timeline began, it was decided that it would work horizontally, with pres-

8 Archeology, hominins, fauna, chronology, environment and context
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ent time to the left. After a new layout suggestion to the site made in late February, and presenting 

this to Dr. Tocheri, it was decided that the timeline was to be tilted 90 degrees, making it vertical 

with the present time at the top (see Appendix 5, Interface design process). This gave significant 

advantages to the site compared to the previous revisions, as the area where data presentation no 

longer would be placed in the upper-right corner of the site, but instead at the bottom. This gave us 

the possibility to present small and large amounts of data as the depth of the area would be dynamic.

Changing the data displayed in the timeline

The process of selecting a new data set is achieved through four steps:

Figure 16

1. user changes time and/or space

2. JavaScript sends a request to the server using AJAX, with the  

 current time and space settings as parameters

3. server returns the new data to the client, formatted as JSON

4. JavaScript repopulates the graph with the newly acquired data

This is the same process that is done when initiating the timeline.

There are two main events that will trigger the graph to reload:

• changing the spatial view

• moving the geographical position

• changing the zoom level

• changing the timespan

• manipulating the slider handles

• manually entering a new timespan

Problems

Initially there were some problems with compatibility, both in CSS 

and JavaScript. The size of the markers was different in both size 

and placing when using Internet Explorer 8, as well as parsing and 

evaluating the JSON data from the server, also in Internet Explorer 8. 

The CSS problem was taken care of when the timeline was tilted to 

work vertically, and the JSON parser got changed to a built-in parser 

in the jQuery API.

The graph was first set to reload when a handle of the slider is 

moved. In practice this means that if one of the handle is moved hun-

dred steps, there would be hundred request for new data. This would 

put an immense load on both the database and the web server. The 

solution for this was to only request new data when the handle of the slider is dropped.
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Space
We had a set of basic requirements for the Geographic Information System (GIS) we would be us-

ing. Google Earth came up early in the idea process, but was quickly eliminated. This project’s con-

tent is not primarily geographical: to browse the database through geographical data only would not 

be sufficient. Building the interface based on Google Earth would mean tying the browsing to one 

single application. In addition; it is necessary to obscure the actual locations slightly (this to protect 

vulnerable sites), and therefore it would be neither practical nor useful to use Google Earth as 

the interface, as the space accuracy is one of the few key argument to use Google Earth. It also 

requires a plug-in.  

 The requirements were as following: 

• intuitive interaction for the user 

• basic functions such as zooming and panning 

• technical  

• web integration 

• no need for plug-ins 

• dynamically placing and removing polygons on the map 

• being able to catch events when: 

• polygons being clicked on 

• when map position and/or zoom level changes 

After considering multiple options, we narrowed down to three different map solutions; 

• Google Maps 

• Known to most 

• Well documented and well known API 

• Own experience 

• Bing Maps 

• Large competitor to Google Maps 

• OpenStreetMap 

• Collaborative 

• Lightweight 

• In-house experience at HiØ 

As we already had experience working with Google maps, and as it met all of our requirements, we 

made the decision to use Google Maps. It has some limitations in comparison to Google Earth, but 

none that would limit this project.  

Regarding spacial definitions, the data in the database is inconsistent. Some single artifacts and fos-

sils have exact coordinates, some sites (containing several objects or connected data) also do, but 

many are only placed geographically by general place names, named areas, regions or even just by 

country.  

Development and implementation
Obscure coordinates – making the grid

As the geographic locations we were working with are actual dig sites, it is in the sites best inter-

est to obscure and not give out pinpoint positions of these, to protect from grave robbers and other 
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Indiana Jones villains.

At the same time, many of the sites do not have geographical coordinates whatsoever. Most sites 

and findings are instead included in generalized regions, which are also without coordinates. The 

problem was to present this in the map.

The solution was to divide the world into a grid of tiles. This is based on the common latitude/

longitude solution, where the accuracy of the coordinate is fixed. The size of the tiles is defined by 

setting a width and height in degrees. Using longitude and latitude we have 360 and 180 degrees 

respectively. Dividing these numbers with the defined size value, will give a certain amount of tiles. 

We ended up using a value of 0.5 degrees in both width and height, as it was deemed best to com-

bine both accuracy and obscurity.

Tiles per square degree (see figure 17)

Our value of 0.5 degrees

Figure 17

With an exact coordinate for a site, this would be obscured by 

converting it to this tile system. As it is based on longitude and 

latitude, it is easily transferable.

 obscured coord = rounded down (exact coord * degrees per 

square) * degrees per square

A coordinate of e.g. 32.132587 latitude, 98.876229 longitude, will give the following coordinate:

 obscured lat = rounded down (32.132587 * 0.5) * 0.5 = 32.0

 obscured lon = rounded down (98.876229 * 0.5) * 0.5 = 98.5

These are the south-west values for the tile, in addition you would have to add in the set width and

height (see figure 18).

Figure 18

 obscured lat = [32.0, 32.0 + 0.5] = [32.0, 32.5]

 obscured lon = [98.5, 98.5 + 0.5] = [98.5, 99.0]

This would place the coordinate 32.132587 lat, 98.876229 lon, 

within an area from 32.0 to 32.5 lat, and from 98.5 to 99.0 lon. As it 

is not possible to reverse the process, the location has been obscured.

The problem using this technique is that sites that currently does 

not have coordinates, need to be assigned to its appropriate tile. This is a one time job, but requires 
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manual labour.

Communication	time	–	space
Requesting data from the server

To dynamically populate the data displayed in the timeline, map and user selected data, it is neces-

sary to request a new data set from the server. Normally this would be done by changing the param-

eters sent to the web server, and then making a new page request. A new page request means that 

the entire page would again be downloaded from the server, and for the browser to redraw the page, 

a process that takes much time. Additionally it puts extra strain on the server and requires more 

bandwidth, as the whole site would be downloaded again.

To circumvent this problem new data is requested using AJAX (see Glossary, p. 44), which down-

loads the data in the background, without reloading the entire site. In practice, this means that re-

quests are invisible for the user, and you only fetch the data you need to apply the desired changes.

Choosing an interchange format

When using AJAX it is common to use the interchange format XML (see Glossary, p. 44), which is 

the letter X in the abbreviation AJAX. To avoid wasting bandwidth and processing power on use-

less meta-data, (in IT terms; overhead) we decided to use a format called JSON (see Glossary, p. 44), 

which is a data format based on a subset of JavaScript. This is a standard data interchange format 

that is widely supported, and directly usable within JavaScript (Crockford, 2006).

Handing	hot-linking
As most of the site is built and displayed using JavaScript, there is a problem handling hot-linking. 

JavaScript does not update and handle the URI. This means that if one changes one of the compo-

nents on the site, e.g. panning the map, the URI would stay the same. There is no way of telling 

anything about the current view in the URI.

Given a scenario:

You are exploring an area in Kenya, with a selected timespan from 1 Mya to 3 Mya. You would like 

to share this view with a friend. You copy the current URI, and share it with your friend. He enters 

the URI, but gets a view of the entire world, with a timespan set to 0 to 5 Mya, which are the default 

settings for the site.

This is simply because JavaScript does not handle URI changes by itself, and the URI is not altered 

when manipulating elements on the page. Solving this took a significant amount of time.

Two requirements were set:

• when changing or entering a URI, set the view of the page after the given parameters

• when changing the view on the site, update the URI to accommodate the changes

In practice, these features make it possible to hot-link to a specific view of the site, e.g. constraining 

time and space. This will make it possible to share these views directly, instead of having to manu-

ally set these parameters. In addition, one can also use the browser’s back and forward buttons and 

get the results as one would expect from any other website, a feature that by default is not possible 
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when using JavaScript.

Reading the URI

When changing the URI using JavaScript, the browser forces a new page request. The solution to 

this was doing a little hack, by using the fragment identifier9 to store parameters. The format of the 

URI would then be something like this:

http://si.hiof.no/development/combine/#?z=7&y=-2.11&x=36.30&m=ter&f=0&t=3000

This URI specifies zoom level, latitude, longitude, map type and time span, and sets the view to the 

middle of Kenya, with the terrain map type and a timespan from 0 to 3 Mya. Changing the fragment 

identifier does not make the browser detect an URI change. Since no event is triggered, a custom 

listener was made. This listener reads the current URI at a given interval and compares it to the pre-

viously read URI. On changes it triggers an event within all of the dynamic modules10 on the site, 

saying that the URI is changed, and these are the new parameters. If the new parameters affect the 

given module, the module updates its current state with the new parameters.

Changing the URI

When the user manipulates one of the components on the site, e.g. adjusts the time span, pan the 

map, change zoom level, change map type etc., an event is triggered and caught by a set of listeners, 

and forces the URI to be updated. All of the dynamic modules have a function registered in an event 

trigger, so that when a component is changed, all the current parameters are extracted from each of 

the modules, and a new URI is compiled. Finally, this URI is put in the fragment identifier, and the 

URI is again current.

9 text in the URI, after usage of a # character, e.g. http://si.hiof.no/#fragment_id

10 timeline, map, slider, data view
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System	description
Design

Conceptual design

Figure 19. C = Category G = Graph

main page

slider

timeline

mapdatatable

geo-search

C1 C2 C5C3 C4 C6 G1 G2 G5G3 G4 G6

This illustration describes the overall concept of the prototype. All components below the main 

page are implemented using AJAX-calls.

Physical design

The prototype uses a map and a timeline for browsing the overall data concentrations, and thus uti-

lizing map and timeline as metaphors in a browsing interface. The design process includes handling 

both the technical aspects and the visual. This was a process of iterative design, where constant 

changes and alterations were made, in some cases the graphic design had to be adjusted for techni-

cal solutions, and sometimes the other way around.

Graphic design

The graphic design of the site takes the main layout, background image and signage from the 

“mother site”, the accompanying site for the exhibition Hall of Human Origins11.

The project owner wanted the visual language to follow the main site, but to be technically inde-

pendent, and also show visually that it is related but a different part of the Human Origins Program. 

Some adjustments had to be made, because the components of this project to a certain extent sets 

limitation on the graphic design. 

The progress and alterations made during the process is described in Appendix 5, Interface design 

process. Some layout alterations were made to accommodate the technical solutions, some for pure 

visual effect. 

The main categories had already been given an identifiable color, so we have avoided using those 

five colors for other purposes than to indicate the respective categories. In addition, we avoid using 

grayscale for any active elements. The slider was originally gray, but since gray in this interface 

indicates “inactive” or “not accessible” we altered the colors.

11  http://humanorigins.si.edu/ 
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The icons used are made by Jennifer Clark, Museum Specialist with the Human Origins Program. 

Interaction design

Figure 20

The prototype is a manipulative interface, where the users 

will be able to alter map, timeline or both. We have at-

tempted to create and adhere to standards and expectations 

in the interactive elements when it comes to gestures 

(scroll, mouse clicks, points). The timeline has three ways 

users can manipulate it and alter time interval (see figure 

20): 

1. by using the slider and pull the handles

2. by manually inserting date span in the input boxes 

above the colored timelines

3. by using the markers that allow for point-click-drag-

click selection on the timelines themselves. 

When the time span is altered, this is reflected in the col-

ored graphs, as described in the chapter Core components 

on page 14.

The user can also turn on and off the categories in the 

Figure 21

timeline. This is represented by the icons above the timeline, and clicking them 

deactivates that dataset. The icon and the corresponding timeline then turns gray, and 

the icon gets a red X. Figure 21 shows the four states of the icons (from top: active, 

no data exists in this timeframe, hover for “turn off”, user turned off dataset). 

The horizontal markers indicating finds and artifacts have dynamic width, wider 

means higher amounts. When zoomed in on, they adjust in relation to the adjacent 

markers within the selected timespan. The scale has six levels: 0 - 1 - 2 - 3 -4 - many. 

Everything above four will get the widest marker possible.

The map responds as one would expect from Google Maps, with scroll, zoom and 

clicks. We have altered the standards in Google Maps as little as possible, to ensure 

ease of use and high level of recognition.

Browser compatibility

Browser compatibility is essential to ensure that browsers treat the site and its func-

tionality as intended. 

XHTML/CSS

In this project we have been careful to validate the XHTML and CSS on a regular basis. We tested 

several browsers on several systems less frequently, but as long as the site validates according to 
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W3C’s Markup Validation Service’s12 standard for transitional XHTML, any irregularities will be 

determined by the browser, and so can be solved by giving browser specific selectors  in the CSS 

scripts.

The main problem in building the HTML and CSS for the prototype was to handle the selector “z-

index” in CSS. This selector layers objects in CSS, and ensures that for example drop-down-lists do 

not end up behind other objects. This is relatively new to us on this scale, and is not easily handled 

cross-browsers. Sometimes multiple selectors are needed for the same definition.

We use a small, non-critical amount of CSS3 in the prototype, and this will not validate. For brows-

ers not able to handle CSS3 this means that some boxes in the interface will have square corners 

instead of slightly rounded. This is not critical, and for those browsers that can handle CSS3 (an 

increasing number), the site will, we think, look a little bit better, without ruining any functionality 

for older browsers.

JavaScript

Not unexpectedly, there were some major problems writing the JavaScript to be compatible with 

all the major browsers. It came as no shock that fixes needed to be done to get Microsoft’s Internet 

Explorer to work properly, Opera, more surprisingly, does not currently support Google Maps.

Google Maps

Problem browsers: Opera, all versions

Google Maps is developed entirely by Google, and is well tested and compatible with all major 

browsers, with releases ranging many years back. Oddly enough, Opera is the exception to this. 

Google Maps in itself is functional as one would expect, but drawing polygons in the map causes 

problems. The problems are as mentioned:

• the polygons are not displayed in the initial view, the zoom level needs to be changed for them 

to appear 

• when changing the zoom level of the map, the polygons are redrawn, but the old ones are not 

removed

Figure 22

Figure 22 demonstrates the problem. Each zoom 

level after the first duplicates the number of 

shown polygons, in this case with three poly-

gons and four zoom levels, gives nine extra 

polygons ((zoom levels -1) * number of real 

polygons) = ((4-1)*3) = 9. The functionality is 

maintained, clicking on the polygons give the 

same results, but differentiating the active- from 

the previous polygons is not possible, making it 

more than a bit confusing to interpret the map.

12 World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) Markup Validation Services http://validator.w3.org/
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JSON

Problem browser: Internet Explorer, all versions

The built in JSON data evaluator in Internet Explorer would not evaluate the JSON data that 

worked in the other browsers, but instead gave syntax errors. This occurred when we used the eval() 

function directly. The workaround for this was to use the built-in JSON parser in jQuery to evaluate 

the data, which handles the known issues in the different browsers.

 jQuery

Problem browsers: all browsers

A function available in the jQuery API would not work in all browsers. The function in question is 

one that sets CSS attributes to specific DOM (see Glossary on page 44) elements, when setting posi-

tion of background images. One way of doing this would work in some browsers, but excluding 

others. This was the case of all the different approaches we tested.

The solution to this was to first run the function that worked in most browsers, and if that did not 

give the expected result, fall back to a second function.

System/browser Browser limitations Prototype specific
Windows, Firefox 3.6.3 OK OK
Windows, Opera 10.52 Opera does not support Google Maps. 

Polygon errors. 

Only partial support for CSS3.
Windows, Chrome 4.1 OK OK
Windows, Internet Explorer 8 OK OK
Windows, Internet Explorer 7 No support for CSS3 OK
Windows, Internet Explorer 6 No support for transparency in .PNG 

images.

No support for CSS3

Basic layout works, 

minor functionality not 

working because of 

PNG. 
Macintosh, Firefox 3.5.4 OK OK
Macintosh, Opera 10.10 Opera does not support Google Maps. 

Polygon errors. 

Only partial support for CSS3.
Macintosh, Chrome 5 OK OK
Macintosh, Safari 4.0.5 OK OK
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System architecture

Figure 23
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This illustration (figure 23) demonstrates the systems order of events as initiated by the user. Start-

ing at the main page (XHTML), then manipulating one of the components (map, timeline, data, 

slider), which in turn requests the corresponding controller action. This controller action then asks 

the database for the relevant data output. Returning this data in JSON format to the component.
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Choosing	a	set	of	programming	languages
To solve the technical aspects of the thesis problem, we had to chose a set of tools to do so. These 

would include solutions for both client- as well as server side.

Server
The alternatives

Opposed to the client side, the server side has a lot more question marks when it comes to deciding 

a set of programming languages. The options were many, but luckily we had some requirements 

which constrained us. The requirements where as following;

• the programming language used to communicate with the database needs to be authorized by SI

• we will be communicating with a Microsoft SQL database server

• we will be working with stored procedures when using the database

The first requirement alone cuts down the amount of possible languages to two; ColdFusion and 

ASP.NET. As the people who would be maintaining this after we were finished has mostly experi-

ence working with Microsoft .NET, the choice was easy. For the server side, we would be using 

ASP.NET.

The	decision:	ASP.NET	MVC
How do the core components read data from the database? We rely on the ASP.NET MVC 

framework for all communication between the database and the core components. A quick over-

view, as it relates to ASP.NET, can be found at Microsoft’s official site13.

In our project we utilize the controller structure within the framework to make the data available. 

We chose to use C#.NET code and Visual Studio 2008 for controller creation, more on this below. 

The controller, in practical terms, acts as courier between the database and JavaScripts by making 

data available by http-requests. Our JavaScript components may request the data it needs through a 

known URL, with or without parameters. The process can be described with the following example;

1. A set of data is requested by a JavaScript calling a given URL (ex: host.com/getBones?minAge=

1000&maxAge=10000)

2. The controller (in this case; getBones) receives the request and queries the database for bones 

that are dated back to between 1000 and 10000 years ago.

3. The controller receives the data columns returned by the query and formats it to JSON

4. The web-server serves the page, now containing JSON, to the JavaScript.

A complete overview of controllers for this project can be found in the technical specification.

Why did we pick the ASP.NET MVC framework? The Human Origins Program Database is 

a Microsoft SQL Server database. Initially we had experimented with PHP and Python and were 

13 http://www.asp.net/mvc/whatisaspmvc/
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investigating the possibility of using either of these languages, or related frameworks, to build the 

entire site. 

At the beginning of development we made the decision to use ASP.NET. The in-house knowledge 

of the ASP.NET web application framework is extensive at the NMNH.

After first creating a codefile in a “pure” ASP.NET project, which interfaced with the database and 

extracted data the way we wanted it, we figured out that posting it to a JavaScript would take more 

effort than it should. We tried various solutions, including writing our own web service, but we 

found this to be too time-consuming and inefficient for such a seemingly simple task. Therefore we 

contacted Eric LaBianca at National Geographic Society in D.C. who suggested ASP.NET MVC for 

this particular task. 

How did we implement the framework, and why? By this time we had already started to develop 

UI script in pure HTML / CSS, and we were reluctant to migrate the design to the MVC framework 

this far into the project. It did however provide us with a simple way to build that bridge between 

the database and JavaScripts, which was the controller system. The result of this particular imple-

mentation of MVC is that the database functionality is now completely separate from the actual 

user interface, although they can be hosted together. The main advantage of this would be that the 

project relies less on the Microsoft IIS server, as the controllers are the only part that relies on it, 

therefore it would take less effort to migrate it completely over to Apache given an alternative way 

of interfacing with a Microsoft SQL Server.

Longevity and flexibility through transparency. The downside to not making full use of the MVC 

framework is that it would be a good way to create a lot of functionality fast. However, if we made 

this whole project inside the framework, we would lose flexibility and transparency. Code done in-

side MVC would limit us to the strict use of Microsoft’s web-server, and it would be hard to extract, 

recycle and re-use the design in the future. By using JavaScript for the core components we open up 

for two separate directions in the project’s continuation; a JavaScript can easily be implemented in 

both IIS, the MVC framework, as well as any other web framework or web-server.

Why C# instead of Visual Basic? We started by using Visual Basic as that was what Dr. Tocheri 

and his programming-consultants had used before, but the decision ultimately fell on C#. This due 

to the more modern approach to syntax and object-orientation, and also because we did not an-

ticipate using it to create any graphics. In which case we might have gone with VB. C# is also an 

increasingly popular language and makes for an easy transition if one is already familiar with Java, 

which two of the project’s group members are.

Why JSON format? We ended up choosing JSON. We have two main reasons for this: One is that 

it contains very little metadata, overhead, only a few special characters. The second reason is that it 

would only have to be parsed once, which we accomplished with C# code. Once the data is in JSON 

format, JavaScript can immediately read and understand it as it is already in JavaScript object nota-

tion.
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Integration. Initially we expected to have some problems integrating all these different scripting 

languages into one product, however this has not been the case. 

As far as the database goes, we have had some slight challenges turning it into valid JSON, because 

of the way the data is stored in the database. An example of this is the decimal symbol, which is 

not an international standard, and is in IIS set according to the locale of the client. This severely 

disturbed us in short time-intervals in development, and for a while we used C#.net code in the 

controllers to compensate for each occurrence. We finally solved this problem, after discovering its 

source, by enforcing the EN-US locale on the web-server, regardless of server/client location.

All in all, by using script types with a high transparency14, we have made it easy for ourselves 

to troubleshoot small occurrences of incompatibility. The integration problems we have had, has 

mainly been because of inexperience.  These have all been minimal and easily solved by research 

and troubleshooting.

Client
Choosing a client language

To draw and handle some of the components of the page, it was necessary to run an application on 

the client side to do so. Several options were considered to do this, including JavaScript, Adobe 

Flash and Java Applets. As we want this site to be available to virtually anyone with a computer 

with an Internet browser, we needed to build it on standards that is supported by all platforms, as 

well as older ones. This excluded Adobe Flash as well as Java Applets, as both of these requires 

additional plug-ins to be installed. JavaScript then became our natural choice as this has been sup-

ported by all major browsers for many years, assuring compatibility with outdated browsers as well.

Choosing a set of client frameworks

We chose to use a set of frameworks, both to give us some already made components for the page, 

as well as making it possible to write lighter code. We are using two frameworks, jQuery and 

jQuery UI. The latter one is based on the first one.

jQuery15 is used as a general library, giving access to many simplified functions and features, as 

well as being easy to extend with new modules. This enabled us to write less and simpler code, and 

at the same time have complete control of what is happening. jQuery UI16 is a library that is built 

on the jQuery framework, and gives a set of interaction plug-ins. Although we are just using two of 

these plug-ins, the Slider for selecting time, and Autocomplete for the live search field, it has saved 

us many extra hours of work.

14 Transparency – by this we mean portability and ease of re-use.

15 http://jquery.com

16 http://jqueryui.com
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Recommendation
This chapter looks at the immediate possibilities for further development based on the prototype as 

it is at the end of this project. The next chapter deals with further development and ideas and possi-

bilities that needs further consideration, as to what direction is desirable. 

It is our belief that this project, acting as a front-end for the database, has great potential and would 

stand to benefit much from the ideas and suggestions from professionals of many backgrounds. This 

section will contain ideas and suggestions on what we think could be given attention in a continu-

ation of this project. While these are all ideas we feel would be beneficial to a future version, they 

may be rough and not all practical to implement. As such, they should undergo further scrutiny 

before being undertaken. 

The prototype can be considered a beta system, and as it is published, user feedback should give 

further insight and ideas for improvement. We recommend that this is logged and analyzed thor-

oughly before major alterations.

Database
Efficiency
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What is inefficient? The data-

base functionality, as it is now, 

relies on a number of heavy 

operations. This is a general 

problem of which Dr. Tocheri is 

already aware, however it has 

not been top priority during the 

course of this project. The focus 

has been on developing more-, 

rather than optimizing the 

existing functionality.  When the 

website goes public, however, 

client data requests to the 

database must be as efficient as 

possible in order for the website 

to be responsive.  Right now 

several of the stored procedures 

we use do not only read from 

tables; they do a number of 

mathematical operations, re-

trieve data from multiple tables 

via multiple functions, and other 

things that take significant 

amounts of time. Some of the 

procedures take several seconds 
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to run.

How could it be optimized? By utilizing the project’s currently implemented stored procedures to 

output data into static tables, as opposed to dynamic views, the tables could then be queried directly. 

This would make requesting data significantly more efficient, thus allowing for a much more re-

sponsive website. The downside to this is that once new data rows are added to the core tables, the 

static tables created by each stored procedure would not automatically be updated. A solution for 

this could be to create another stored procedure which called on all the others to update their respec-

tive tables, and then run it at regular intervals during off-hours.

Functionality

What could be added in terms of functionality? The timeline component of the website acts as 

a filter for what we see in the map, but in order for the data tables also to correspond to the defined 

timespan, all datasets must relate to time as well. This is not the case right now. Giving the user an 

opportunity to filter all data by a timespan would make it easier to sift through the sometimes very 

large tables.

How could this be accomplished? The database is already very flexible in terms of functionality. 

The current stored procedures for each data category would have to be related to a date, and then 

altered in order to accept the additional parameters mindate and maxdate.  If not all data can be 

related to time, a decision would have to be made on how and when to present these.

Timeline
Additions

As of now, there are only two feature additions that is recommended to be implemented; the ability 

to draw actual, coherent graphs instead of only the markers that it displays today. This feature have 

not been required with the data sets we have been working with so far, but when the context data 

is going to be displayed in a time manner, we have been told by Dr. Tocheri that a graph would be 

desirable.

Optimization
Using cursor positions instead of events

Our other recommendations for the timeline is coupled to performance and optimization, and relates 

to how the markers are drawn. Today, each marker has a set height of 4 pixels, and the total height 

of the timeline is 720 pixels, giving a maximum of 180 markers per line, 900 counting all lines. 

Today, each marker is drawn even if there is no data for that interval. This means you will always 

get 180 markers in each line, even if the line is seemingly empty, displaying no markers. This is 

due to the fact that the zoom function is dependent of using event listeners from this area to get its 

current position. Optimally, this should be replaced with a function that extracts the cursor position 

when hovering over the timeline, which then draws up the overlay. By doing this one would reduce 

the number of DOM elements on the page significantly, as the timeline is virtually never filled up 

completely. The main advantage of this would be that we also would be able to remove the event 

listeners, which lays in each marker which requires a lot of resources. This would give a significant 
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increase in performance and the user experience. 

Markers made with CSS

The markers are as of now displayed by using a background image for each marker. Ideally these 

should be made out purely of CSS and HTML, as handling images requires a lot more resources. 

The reason to why images are being used now is also related to the overlay zooming feature. If the 

first mentioned problem is taken care of, with using cursor position instead of events, it should be a 

simple task to improve this as well.

Update the timeline while sliding

It would be desirable to redraw the timeline while moving the sliders. Per now, the timeline is only 

redrawn when the slider handle is dropped, so the user does not get any visual feedback from the 

timeline when sliding. To implement this feature will require significant alterations to the core of 

the existing framework, as the current data feed used for the timeline cannot be used to draw a dif-

ferent time span than what it is intended for. This means that, to redraw the timeline, even parts of 

it, will require a request for new data, which in turn will give the user a feeling of a slow responsive 

system.

Zooming with double-click

There are currently two ways of zooming in and out of the graph; by moving the handles on the 

slider, or by drag-and-dropping a time range directly in the timeline. In addition to this it would 

be desirable to be able to double click on a point in the timeline to zoom in a set level. Ideally 

one should also be able to double right-click to zoom out, to replicate the functionality possible in 

Google Maps.

Draw graph over time

While the user slides one of the handles, the content in the timeline is drawn, piece by piece. This 

would be based on the idea of MIP mapping, a technique used to effectively rendering textures, 

where you start with little detail, and add in more and more after time (Williams, 1983). The idea 

is to draw the most prominent data first, and then put in the less prominent bit by bit. By doing bit 

by bit, one would require as much resources, and when continuing to slide, you can easily abort the 

redrawing and start over again without much delay. To be able to achieve this, one would have to 

figure out how you could extract the most prominent data from the already received data. This func-

tionality will rely heavily on the previous mentioned recommendation, titled Update the timeline 

while sliding, where one collects data to the timeline in a more intelligent way.

Map
Markers

The current way of displaying the active squares in the map is not optimal. With a zoom level too 

far out, it becomes difficult to spot a small set of squares, and a larger set stands out as a blob. 

At the same time, when zooming further in you still only have the marked squares, and not any 

information about what data each square contain. Ideally, one should get some information about 

the number of sites within each square by looking at the map. So far, we have intentionally avoided 

using much color on the map, as many of the colors are already bound up to the different categories. 
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Our recommendations: For giving a better overview, one should consider clustering high den-

sity areas. By doing this, the map would display additional information, e.g. how many sites there 

are within this area, and statistics about the different categories. By zooming further in, clustering 

would be redone, depending on the concentration of areas of interest.

Generally, we would suggest developing ways of visually identifying the respective types of data 

in the map. This could be done for example by generating colored identifiers, such as colored pins 

or pie-charts. The challenge here would be to choose level of detail, the granularity of visualiza-

tion. Some areas have several sites, these sites have several fossils and artifacts, and this needs to be 

combined with the zoom-levels of Google Maps.

Convex Hull

As the database grows, and more artifacts and finds gets coordinates, we think it would be sen-

sible to implement one of our earliest solutions to displaying but obscuring locations: by using an 

algorithm called Convex hull (Weisstein, 2010). This would give odd-shaped polygons that would 

contain any number of objects, related in any way useful, and the level of obfuscation can be deter-

mined, so to protect the sites but at the same time give a reasonable idea of location.  

Bigger map

Adding more levels of data onto the map, we would suggest expanding the map and/or timeline. 

One way of doing this, would be to give the optional functionality of making these two elements 

“fullscreen”, with a toolbar at the bottom. This would allow for browsing the overall nature of the 

data and the density. With the functionality of displaying more data in the map, the map on its own 

would be an interesting source of information and give possibilities for comparison. It would dis-

play details without removing them from the larger context.

This would effect the entire page, but is a feature that would first of all promote the map.

General
Search engine optimization (SEO)

As all of the actual data in this site is generated by JavaScript, there is a definite problem for search 

engine crawlers to index the data. Search engine crawlers generally rejects JavaScript. A possible 

solution for this is to make server generated pages in addition to the JavaScript generated ones. 

When a normal user clicks on a link, the JavaScript would catch that and run the appropriate func-

tions. This is how it is today, the change would be that in addition to this, one would have a normal 

link as well. E.g.:

<a href=”?site=213” onclick=”changeSite(213); return false;”>Site #213</a>

For a web browser with JavaScript enabled, clicking the link would call the JavaScript function 

changeSite with 123 as a parameters, and then cancel the URI change. Only the JavaScript would 

be run. For a web crawler, which does not interpret JavaScript, would only see the link as defined 

in the href attribute, and follow that. By having the server generated pages in addition, one would 

make the entire site possible for search engines to index. As a significant amount of page visits typi-

cally comes from search engines, this would be a desirable feature, and something that should be 

prioritized to develop.
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Caching of data

It would be beneficial to cache the data received from the server, e.g. lists of sites, data for drawing 

timeline, and more. When the user requests a page where they have already been, they would get 

the needed data from the cache. This would spare user from waiting, and the server from handling 

an extra request. One would though have to consider which data that would be stored, to save the 

client from storing an unnecessary amount of data.  This would be achieved by storing and indexing 

raw data using the browser cookies.

Clogging memory leak

There are currently some memory leaks in the JavaScript that sooner or later needs to be addressed 

and solved. This is most likely the event handlers, particularly the ones used in connection with the 

markers in the timeline, which should be an easy fix. This has not been taken into account as the 

final way of drawing the markers is yet to be decided.

Making short URI addresses

To enable hot-linking to specific geographical positions and constrained time spans, you now get a 

fairly long URI. Each parameter is defined one by one in the URI, which makes the URI unreadable 

and long. E.g.:

 http://si.hiof.no/development/combine/#?z=6&y=0.86&x=37.24&m=ter&f=500&t=3500

This would place the map more or less dead center in Kenya, with a selected time span from 500 

Kya to 3.5 Mya. However, this URI could be shortened by sending a request to the server to give 

this set of parameters a unique key. The parameters would have to be stored in a database, which 

then gives a short generated key. When the client gives the server the unique key, it returns the co-

herent parameters. This would make it possible to shorten the URI to a less frightening length, e.g.: 

http://si.hiof.no/development/combine/#fA81Nbi3

    

User	interface
The user interface can be improved by implementing the above suggestions, keeping a close eye on 

gestures and consistency.

The continuous development of the Google Maps API will most certainly present better solutions. 

There is a version 3 of the API in development at the moment; this is particularly aimed at mobile 

devices, and is a complete re-write of version 2. It would be interesting to see what happens there, 

as it is written to be light-weight yet able to handle very large amounts of data.

Considering the graphic design; the “mother site” and our prototype uses a photo as the background. 

Though it is beautiful, we would not recommend it, as on some screen resolutions the photo will 

get black borders because it is too small. This is not a major problem yet, but in the future more and 

more people get bigger and better monitors and televisions. 

We also considered not using PNG images at all, as the transparency will fail in Internet Exporer 6, 

but after seeing the mother site, we decided that we would use them carefully and create them with 

consideration, as it seems the NMNH are not concerned with this at all. The only functionality that 

suffers in this one browser version is the option of clicking the icons above the timeline for dis-

abling categories.
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We would also suggest that the FAQ-page should contain a simple explanation for the six main 

categories of data. As the database is imagined to grow and text, images, 3D and possibly video will 

be added, the number of people interested will supposedly grow, and lay people may benefit from a 

quick introduction to the what and why of the categories.

The site should certainly have a site-specific general search function. This would aid the users and 

give the owner useful logs to analyze how the site is used. This would require a database to store the 

results in, and needs to be implemented the Smithsonian staff.
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Further	development
This chapter lists some ideas for further development.

User	input
Users should be able to give feedback to the system, to suggest changes and to input data. The 

database chance of expansion relies on users submitting data, and this should be done in a way that 

is very simple for users, but at the same time safeguards the quality and reliability of the data and 

information.

All inputs will be given to a moderator, for reviewing. The idea is that all communication goes 

through the system. User input will be done via a form in the browser.

Action Reaction
User enters change request • Request is entered in a list of requests, marked as new

• New requests should be easily viewable for moderator

• List should only be viewable for moderators
Moderator commits change request • The changes are made in the system, and the user that 

made the request is automatically given feedback. Ei-

ther in form of e-mail, or internally in the system.

• The moderator runs the database optimization scheme 

described in the chapter Recommendations.
Moderator rejects change request • The user gets a feedback informing that the request was 

rejected, possibly with a comment. Either in form of 

e-mail, or internally in the system

Exporting	data
The idea is that the data should be exported to an appropriate format. In any given view, the user 

should be able to choose to export the data viewed in the current page. Alternatively; a system for 

collecting interesting data for output with a “shopping basket” system.

What kind of data that can be exported, and how much, should be considered carefully. We imagine 

useful formats for scientists would be (chronologically):

CSV (comma separated values)

Excel (xls)

XML

PDF

Some browsers will give the option to export in certain formats, but we do not think that relying on 

browsers to do this consistently is sustainable.

Accessibility	for	the	blind/visually	impaired
Alternative methods for browsing data for the visually impaired should be considered. Browsers 

such as Lynx17 and WebbIE18 are widely used by web-readers, but some analysis should be done 

regarding how well these browsers handle JavaScript. Another alternative is to keep a modified ver-

17 http://lynx.isc.org/

18 http://www.webbie.org.uk/
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sion of the first interface, as that could be useful as a “phone-book” structure.

Crawler
This is a rather ambitious idea, but as it was discussed in the initial phase, and it is an interesting 

project, we will include the general idea.

A crawler/spider/robot that gathers useful information from relevant Internet sites. 

An example: Publications done in a certain field are often gathered at specific sites. By crawling 

these sites looking for predefined keywords and given criteria (such as data in tables) it would be 

possible to find new, relevant data. If anything of interest is found, a moderator will be given a 

notice. The moderator can then check the source, and add the new found data. Alternatives could be 

clever queries in search engines.

Data	in	old	publications
There are a lot of old publications that hold interesting information. Some of these might be digi-

tized, others not. Extracting information from these could be done in a clever way, much like in the 

crawler, using image-to-text analysis.
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Afterword
Summary

We have accomplished more than the basic outline made in the preliminary report. The technical 

solutions are simple, and have worked as hoped and planned, with no serious problems. There has 

been minor compromises and adjustments along the way, but the prototype is fundamentally as we 

envisioned in December/January.

Our team was cross-field, with two computer engineering students and one digital media student. As 

we had different background, interests and strengths, this gave us a unique ability to attack prob-

lems from different angles, and find good solutions. The project has clearly benefited from this.

Deviations
Development

What did we do differently than we had planned? In the preliminary report we specified that 

we would focus on developing the map, timeline and graph functionality. The only thing we ended 

up not implementing was the context category of data. This category contains several things, such 

as geological strata and data derived from this. On the recommendation of the project owner this 

category was dropped, on the basis that to develop solutions for visualizing these complex concepts 

would need more time than we had. 

Otherwise we have stayed true to the preliminary report’s development specifications, while also 

developing additional functionality. For example we have built all the controllers required to inter-

act with the database, in order to fill each category-button, which in turn would fill the data tables. 

In direct regards to the front-end, the additional functionality includes partial implementations of 

the following;

1. Data tables

This is a JavaScript controlled version of Dr. Tocheri’s tables in the existing interface. This is meant 

to show all the data from the sites clicked on the map.

2. Zoom functionality in the graphs

If particular areas of the graph seem interesting to the user, he can select an area of findings and 

zoom in on those. The result of a zoom will be that the graphs will be populated with only the find-

ings within the span set by the user. By doing this, the graph will be able to show a higher resolution 

of findings which will be more accurate in terms of time. The timeline will adjust according to the 

zoom span set within the graphs.

3. Search box for the map

This search box will give the user suggestions for locations as he, or she, types. The point of this is 

to help the user search quicker and more accurately. For example if one is unsure on the spelling of 

a country name, by just typing in the first few letters one would narrow the suggestion list down and 

be able to see the full spelling of the country in question.
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Layout

We have made a number of changes along the way as far as site layout goes. This can best be shown 

by way of illustration as in Appendix 5, Interface design process. As the project went on and we 

were dealing with space limitations on the website, we found some ways to optimize the interface 

also in terms of layout.

Map

The map has been enlarged quite a bit, this is due to the fact that it is such an essential part of the 

website. By expanding the map a better spatial overview is created, and browsing space becomes 

more appealing.

Timeline and graphs

To make room for the larger map, the only viable place to put the data table was below it. This left 

us with a problem as far as putting as much as possible within the top part, so that the user would 

not have to scroll down to interact better with the bottom part of the site. The way we solved this 

was by making the graphs and timeline vertical. Dr. Tocheri was particularly content with this be-

cause it would then be more intuitive to, at a later time, implement the context strata vertically.

Communications plan

How did we deviate from it? Our initial idea was to have regular meetings on Fridays with Dr. 

Tocheri, and on Mondays with Dr. Kristoffersen. This was not seen through each week, and our 

contact has only been sporadic in certain periods. Instead of adhering to a strict plan, we reduced 

the number of meetings; sometimes in order to focus on the practical part of the project, in which 

case we had meetings with Dr. Tocheri. Other times to focus on documentation and report writing, 

in which case we had meetings with Dr. Kristoffersen. Whenever we did not work with either, we 

were working on our other subjects which had been severely under-prioritized during our travels to 

the NMNH.

We have been fairly independent as a project group throughout the course of the project, but when-

ever a situation arose where a meeting was needed, it was assembled. For less pressing matters, and 

to keep in touch, we have used e-mail correspondence.

How has it affected us? The added freedom has been good and it has inspired much creativity, 

although it must be said that at times a higher frequency of meetings could possibly have made us 

work more structured towards our goals. However, the amount of work hours put into this project 

significantly exceeds the expected numbers. It has been a great challenge and immense fun.

Travelling and budget

How did we deviate from our travelling plans? In the preliminary report we specified a budget 

that took into account our expected travel expenses. We did not anticipate getting much funding at 

all when we started, so we planned spending a very moderate amount of days in Washington. On 

our February trip, we ended up spending only a few days short of an entire month, and not nine 

nights as we had planned. It was also our intention to go back in late May to present our work, but 

after receiving funding, we instead decided to spend two weeks there in April. This was to maxi-
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mise the time spent with Dr. Tocheri, as he was to leave D.C. in early May, and would not return for 

several months.

How did this affect budget? for details, see Appendix 4, Work breakdown structure.

How has this affected the project? Our February trip to the NMNH helped kick start the devel-

opment phase of the project. Through dedication and hard work we managed to learn and produce 

enough to put us ahead of our planned progress schedule, as further specified in Appendix 4, Work 

breakdown structure. It also greatly benefitted the project as a whole to be on location and working 

directly with Dr. Tocheri, making communication much easier and at the same time greatly reducing 

the risk of detrimental miscommunication. The decision to go back to NMNH in April to continue 

work was a good one. We were able to recap the project and work together efficiently in solving 

problems relating to both the front- and the back-end.

Target groups and users

Although the content of the database and the connected interface can be seen in the future to contain 

other types of data and information, the current content is not in itself accessible or informative for 

the general public. We altered the definition of the user and target group as we got to understand the 

content of the underlying data better. This does not mean that the site, interface and database will 

not be interesting or possibly useful for other people than students and researchers, but that the core 

data will in its current form be for professionals in various degrees.
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Conclusion	
The thesis question we have attempted to answer:

How is it possible to represent the data from this database in a visual and intuitive way, demonstrat-

ing the relations between the different categories of data, taking into account the concept of space 

and time?

In our project we have attempted to show that this is possible through the integration of Google 

Maps with a timeline and slider, as well as a corresponding data table for a higher level of detail. 

The end result is a basic functional prototype. As described in our preliminary report we have, in 

addition to creating the prototype, also outlined the remaining parts of the project as it could be 

seen in the larger scope. Through our combined enthusiasm for the project, and our effort thereafter, 

we have also succeeded in developing more functionality than we had planned. Our larger-scale 

planning has helped us tremendously in striving to create a product with high potential for further 

development. 

Another interesting thing to note about this project is that we are left with a prototype which is 

fairly flexible, and could be used to realize other project ideas based on other data sources. During 

the last few days of the project period, we received the following comment from Dr. Walton (see 

appendix 10):

..this could be a flagship product to demonstrate the power for integrated data sets coupled 

with an accessible presentation mechanism (Walton, 2010)

During our April stay in D.C., Mr. Costello used all three project members as consultants for anoth-

er large project at the Smithsonian involving some of the same principles. Our input based on our 

own work was well received. We were also told by one of our acquaintances in D.C. that an arche-

ologist connected to the University of Bergen has for quite some time been looking for a solution 

similar to ours, for use with his own set of data. 

We seem to have stumbled upon an increasingly popular trend with our thesis question. Our hope is 

that our product will contribute to that, and help in making more scientific knowledge available to 

the public.
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Appendices
Appendix 1, Preliminary report

Appendix 2, Mid-way report

Appendix 3, Technical specification and manual

Appendix 4, Work breakdown structure

Appendix 5, Interface design process

Appendix 6, Timesheets 

Appendix 7, Diaries: http://docs.google.com/ (Login. S. Kristoffersen has access)

Appendix 8, Presentation poster

Appendix 9, Wiki: http://si.hiof.no/wiki/doku.php

Appendix 10, E-mail from Dr. Nick Walton
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Glossary
Abbreviations

API Application Programming Interface
AJAX Asynchronous JavaScript Xml
C# C-sharp
CSS Cascading Style Sheets
DOM Document Object Model
EN-US English locale with US standards
HiØ University College, Østfold
GIS Geographical Information Systems
IIS Internet Information Services
JS JavaScript
JSON  JavaScript Object Notation, is a data interchange format derived from 

JavaScript. Used for transmitting structured data from server to client 

with little overhead
jQuery an extensive JavaScript library
jQuery UI a graphical extension to jQuery
Kya Thousand years ago
MIT Massachusetts Institute of Technology
MSSQL Microsoft SQL-server
Mya Million years ago
MVC  Model View Controller
NGS National Geographic Society
NMNH National Museum of Natural History, Smithsonian Institution
PNG Portable Network Graphic. A lossless bitmap image format.
SI Smithsonian Institution
SQL Structured Query Language
SP, Stored Procedure A stored procedure is an individual piece of code which may contain 

procedural (e.g.; IF ELSE, WHILE) or any other SQL statements (e.g.; 

SELECT, INSERT).
URI Uniform Resource Identifier
VB Visual Basic
XHTML Extensible Hypertext Markup Language
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